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Abstract. The Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor platform enables offload of computation from a host processor to a coprocessor that is a fully-functional Intel® Architecture CPU. This paper presents the C/C++ and Fortran compiler offload runtime for
that coprocessor. The paper addresses why offload to a coprocessor is useful, how it
is specified, and what the conditions for the profitability of offload are. It also serves
as a guide to potential third-party developers of offload runtimes, such as a gcc-based
offload compiler, ports of existing commercial offloading compilers to Intel® Xeon
Phi™ coprocessor such as CAPS®, and third-party offload library vendors that Intel
is working with, such as NAG® and MAGMA®. It describes the software architecture and design of the offload compiler runtime. It enumerates the key performance
features for this heterogeneous computing stack, related to initialization, data movement and invocation. Finally, it evaluates the performance impact of those features
for a set of directed micro-benchmarks and larger workloads.
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Introduction

There has been a long-standing interest in using many power-efficient and more
memory- and I/O-bandwidth-capable GPUs and CPUs to accelerate computation
more efficiently [2019,5,27]. Taking advantage of such architectures has often depended on largely rewriting user codes. Intel has taken a different approach: make the
coprocessor compilation target very similar to the host, incrementally extend existing
programming models for parallelism to take advantage of that coprocessor, and leverage the host when
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Fig 1: Intel Xeon Phi™ coprocessor system architecture.
MPI ranks may be mapped to subsets of cores in each
host chip, and computation may be offloaded to the coprocessors from those ranks, or ranks may be distributed
across the host and coprocessor (not shown).
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The Intel® Xeon Phi™ product family is based on a fully-functional Intel® Architecture processor that enables high levels of thread and SIMD parallelism and bandwidth for data-parallel workloads than the Intel® Xeon® processor line. It offers
greater power efficiency: it won Green 500 at SC12 [6]. The first product in that
family is codenamed Knights Corner [11]. It is a coprocessor in a card form factor
that plugs into a PCIe [2] slot. It connects to one or more host chips that may be part
of a larger cluster, as shown in Figure 1.
This platform supports several execution models, as shown in Figure 2. Applications may use different execution models in different phases. They may also use a
mix of execution models concurrently. For example, in the symmetric message passing interfaces [7,8,14] programming model, commonly used on high-performance
computing, ranks may run on a heterogeneous set of nodes, e.g. a mix of hosts and
coprocessors. In hybrid [26] execution, MPI ranks are threaded with OpenMP [22].
─ When applications have a significant serial fraction, they are best executed in host
mode, on a general-purpose CPU that has a higher clock speed and a more aggressive micro-architecture, e.g., an Intel® Xeon® processor (left).
─ When applications are highly parallel, with many threads that are highly vectorizable and can take advantage of SIMD hardware [25], or that need very high bandwidth to the memory system, native execution on an Intel Xeon Phi™ processor
may offer higher performance and greater power efficiency (middle or right). .
─ The highly-parallel phases of the application may be offloaded from the Intel®
Xeon® host processor to the Intel®Xeon Phi™ coprocessor (middle). In this
mode, shown in Figure 1, input data and code are sent to the coprocessor from the
host, and output data is sent back to the host when offloaded computation completes. Execution may be concurrent on host and coprocessor.
Users may choose to use the offload model instead of native execution for profitability, i.e., because that’s faster, or for other reasons, such as minimizing complexity
or fitting into memory. For example, it may be easier to make an Intel® Math Kernel

Fig 2: Execution models: host-only, offload from host to coprocessor and native
on coprocessor only
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Library [13] call that transparently results in offload to a coprocessor than to heterogeneously mix MPI ranks on hosts and coprocessors. If the working set [4] fits in the
memory on the coprocessor (up to 8GB initially), but the entirety of the memory footprint does not, it may be easier to partition the data set into computational subtasks
that are offloaded to the coprocessor than to use a memory overlay-like [24] scheme
with native execution.
Offloading may incur overhead costs for initialization, marshaling and transferring
data, and invocation. These costs vary in their significance. Thus offload may or
may not provide a speedup, even if native execution would result in a speedup, as
shown in Section 5. Offload profitability depends on a mix of the following factors:
- application characteristics: The application must have a high ratio of computation
to communication (sending code and input data, invocation, and returning output
data) for the offloaded portion, and/or it must be structured so that communication
costs are overlapped with computation or data is reused across offloads.
- offload runtime: Offload profitability depends on the efficiency of the host- and
coprocessor-side runtimes in marshaling and moving data and invoking code .
- performance on the coprocessor and system: It must benefit from the highlyparallel hardware (SIMD width and threads) of the Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor. For example, a serial application that is I/O intensive is less likely to be a
good candidate for that coprocessor.
In Intel’s experience while developing the software stack and performance tuning
applications, offload speedups started out low, and increased as the offloaded code
was threaded, vectorized, optimized for memory, and as the offload runtime implementation was optimized. For example, allocation and initialization time, which depend on the amount of memory to be initialized, was reduced from several seconds
down to between 0.25 and 2.5s for the workloads in this paper. As shown below,
allocation and initialization costs are still significant for small kernels (e.g. SHOC),
and further efforts to hide those costs is expected to bring them down in many cases.
The paper shows examples of workloads with high and with low computation to
communication ratios, as well as good and poor native speedups. It focuses on implementation and performance issues related to reducing offload overheads on the
host and coprocessor. The performance is evaluated on a few workloads and several
directed tests that are in the form of micro- benchmarks.
The contributions of the paper are as follows. This is the first known description
of a production offload compiler and offload runtime software infrastructure for a
widely-deployed commercial coprocessor that is as functionally capable as the host
CPU. This is the first published description of the Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor
offload runtime software architecture. It enumerates the issues that matter most to
offload compiler runtime performance, describes the solutions to those performance
issues, and evaluates their impact.
There are several other issues of potential interest which are out of scope for this
paper. One is a detailed description of the offload programming models, and an assessment of their ease of use and productivity relative to other programming models
such as CUDA [20] or OpenACC [21]. Another is a competitive analysis of offload
performance, e.g. with respect to those other programming models. Another is a
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comparative analysis of our OpenMP 4.0 TR1 [23] implementation. Another is techniques for evaluating and improving the suitability of parallelized code for Intel®
Many-Integrated Core, which is documented online [12]. This paper does not delve
into the details of the non-compiler runtime components and the details of their performance. The paper’s focus on the offload runtime leaves aside micro-architecturespecific issues related to code generation, like vectorization and prefetching. Finally,
issues related to sharing the virtual address space between the host and coprocessor
[29] are not covered in this paper.

2

Software architecture

The Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor software architecture is shown in Figure 3.
There are essentially four layers in the software stack: offload tool runtimes, userlevel offload libraries, a low-level communication layer that’s split between user-level
libraries and kernel drivers, and the operating system. There is a host-side and coprocessor-side component for each. Everything below the offload runtimes is part of
the Intel® Manycore Platform Software Stack (MPSS).
This paper focuses on the compiler offload runtime of the Intel® Composer XE
2013 compiler, but there are several other tool offload runtimes listed in Section 3.
Intel provides a user-level offload library, called the Intel® Coprocessor Offload Infrastructure (COI) [9]. This library provides services to create coprocessor-side processes, create FIFO pipelines between the host and coprocessor, move code and data,
invoke code (functions) on the coprocessor, manage memory buffers that span the
host and coprocessor, enumerate available resources, etc. Offload runtime implementations aren’t strictly required to use COI, but doing so can relieve developers of significant implementation and tuning effort and complexity, and it provides portability
to other host OSes such as Microsoft® Windows™. This paper discusses COI’s

Tools runtimes
User-level
offload
libraries

Operating
System

Fig 3: Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor software architecture

Intel® MPSS
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APIs, but not its implementation and performance optimizations.
Finally, the host and coprocessor have separate operating systems. The snapshot of
supported host OSes at the time of evaluation includes RHEL [28] 6.0 kernel 2.6.3271 and 6.1 kernel 2.6.32-131 and SLES 11 SP1 kernel 2.6.32.12-0.7 [31]. The coprocessor OS is a stock Linux kernel with only a few architecture-specific modifications.
Using a standard OS eases restrictions on what code is offloaded, enables building
third-party software and eliminates the need for many proprietary services.

3

Programming models

A brief background on programming models is provided here, for context, although this is not the focus of this paper. Offload may be accomplished by:
- language pragmas, e.g. #pragma omp target data device(1)
map () used by various compilers, e.g. from Intel [10] and CAPS [3], and
#pragma offload, an Intel-specific extension (see [18]).
- language keywords, e.g. the Shared keyword used by the Intel compiler
[10,29] or with language constructs used by CUDA [20] or OpenCL [14] such
as Intel® SDK for OpenCL Applications XE for the coprocessor [15]
- library calls, e.g. Intel® Math Kernel Library (MKL) [13], MAGMA [17,1] or
NAG [19] calls that divide work across the host and coprocessor
There are also third-party preprocessors that use cost models to evaluate when and
how to make use of those tools [27].
In this paper, the focus is on a preliminary version of a proposed offload extension
to OpenMP [23] implemented by the Intel compiler. An example of code running in a
single thread that uses various offload constructs is shown in Figure 4. This code is
similar to what would be used in the version of DGEMM in the Intel® Math Kernel
Library for which an API call on the host transparently invokes some of the work for
DGEMM on each of the host and one or more coprocessors. See Section 4 for details.
In general, the offload pragmas rely on the programmer to explicitly specify what
to do. But in some cases, there is a default, for ease of programming. Data transfer of
variables to and from the coprocessor for offloaded code is explicitly named with
map(to:…), map(from:…) and map(tofrom:…) clauses, but the
map(tofrom:…) clause is implicitly used for all variables that are visible in the
scope of a construct during compilation. The coprocessor offload target is explicitly
specified, e.g. device(1). It’s the programmer’s responsibility to explicitly synchronize data between coprocessors as needed.

4

Offload compiler runtime design

Offload compiler runtime performance matters when the act of offloading is on the
critical path. Offload can sometimes be taken off of the critical path with extra coding effort. But in the general case, offload compiler runtime performance can be critical to the profitability of offload, as shown by the data below. This section outlines
the key performance features that have been found to impact performance.
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4.1

Overview

The left of Figure 4 shows the host-side code for an offload example, and the right
of that figure shows the corresponding sequence of compiler offload runtime actions.
When the coprocessor is booted, before execution of the application ever begins A
COI daemon is created (not shown), which handles process creation. Compiler offload runtime initialization discovers the coprocessor and establishes a connection to
the COI daemon, which creates a coprocessor-side process that corresponds to the
host-side process and that has appropriate environmental settings. Code that’s embedded in the host-side binary is extracted, moved and invoked, and appropriate
memory management is begun.
When data transfers or invocations are specified by the programmer, they trigger
specific actions that are executed by the compiler offload runtime and its supporting
libraries. Data must be allocated, marshaled, efficiently transferred, unmarshaled and
deallocated as necessary. The addresses of coprocessor-side functions must be looked
up and they must have their stack frames set up and be invoked with appropriate parameters, once data transfer dependencies are satisfied.
In the following sections, we focus on each of the performance-critical cases.
4.2

Initialization

The first step of initialization is the evaluation of conditions for offload. The compiler offload runtime checks for the presence of the COI software stack and the availability of Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessors in the system: it gets the count of “engines”
(coprocessors) that are currently available. If these conditions are not met, and if the
user has mandated the use of offload, e.g. with the device(1) clause, then the
runtime produces an error. Otherwise, a host version of the offloaded region is executed on the host instead of performing an offload. If all offload conditions are satisfied, the compiler offload runtime creates a process on the coprocessor with COIProcessCreateFromFile that corresponds to the host process, creates, marshals and moves
code and data, and the startup image that’s part of the compiler offload runtime that is
loaded from disk performs initialization there.
The coprocessor side of the application consists of only those parts of code and data which are marked by the user for offloading. These parts include all routines defined with the target attribute, regions of code following offload pragmas, and variables with static storage which are defined with the target specifier. All other code and
data variables are filtered out. The offload compiler statically generates the coprocessor code and data segments, and embeds it in the host-side binary executable. These
get loaded at process creation time using COIProcessLoadLibraryFromMemory.
Additional coprocessor-side code may be available in dependent shared libraries, and
these dependencies are detected and resolved by COI.
The compiler offload runtime needs the coprocessor-side address for all variables
marked with the target mirror attribute (for #pragma omp), in order to know
where to transfer data. The address is transferred from the coprocessor to the host
during initialization and it is used throughout the execution for transferring data be-
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tween CPU and coprocessor. This early transfer of the address for heap and static
data avoids the need to DMA from the host into a temporary buffer on the coprocessor, and to rely on coprocessor-side code to copy the data to the final destination.
4.3

Invocation

Each host thread that has offload pragmas has a corresponding coprocessor-side
Host-side source code
double A[SIZE], B[SIZE], C[SIZE];
…
void f() {
int transa, transb, N;
double alpha, beta;
…
// Define a data region and allocate
memory for A, B and C on the coprocessor
#pragma omp target data device(1) map (
alloc : A[0:length], B[0:length],
C[0:length] ) {

// Transfer the data to the coprocessor
#pragma omp target update device(1) to
(A[0:length], B[0:length], C[0:length])
// Perform the computation
#pragma omp target device(1) \
map ( to : transa, transb, N, alpha, beta) \
out(C: length(nelts) alloc_if(0) free_if(1))
dgemm(&transa, &transb, &N, &N, &N,
&alpha, A, &N, B, &N, &beta, C, &N);

// Transfer the result from the coprocessor
#pragma omp target update device(1) \
from ( C[0:length] )

Corresponding offload runtime actions
Only highlighted actions are on coprocessor

// Coprocessor initialization, on demand by default
if ((count = COIEngineGetCount()) <= 0)
// fatal error if target unavailable
eng = COIEngineGetHandle(0)
proc=COIProcessCreateFromFile(eng, startup_image…)
COIProcessLoadLibraryFromMemory(proc,codegen_image)
thunk = COIProcessGetFunctionHandles(…)
pipe = COIPipelineCreate()
// transfer variable mapping info – not shown
// Buffer allocation, same for B, C
bufAcpu = COIBufferCreateFromMemory(A,bufAsize)
bufAmic = COIBufferCreate(bufAsize)
// Separate data transfer since >30KB; same for B, C
COIBufferCopy(bufAmic, bufAcpu, bufAsize
0, 0, NULL) // no input dependencies
// Run function on the device to addref to persist data
// pack misc_data with name of function with addref
COIBUFFER bufs[3] = { bufAmic, bufBmic, bufCmic };
COEVENT events[3] = {inEventA,inEventB,inEventC };
COIPipelineRunFunction(misc_data,
thunk,
// offload function in runtime
bufs, 3,
// buffers
events, 3, // input dependencies
&runEvent) // completion event
// Code that is executed on coprocessor, same for B, C
A = bufAmic;
COIBufferAddReference(bufAmic)
//Start dgemm on the coprocessor
// pack misc_data with name of function calling dgemm
memcpy(misc_data, nameOfFunctionCallingDgemm)
COIPipelineRunFunction(misc_data,
thunk, // offload function in runtime
0, 0, // no buffers
0, 0, // no dependecies
&runEvent)
// Transfer results from coprocessor to CPU
COIBufferCopy(bufCcpu, bufCMic, bufCsize,
&runEvent, 1, // input dependencies
&outEventC) // completion event
dgemm(…), same for B, C
COIBufferReleaseReference(bufAmic)
// Destroy buffer for A, same for B, C
COIBufferDestroy(bufAcpu)
COIBufferDestroy(bufAmic)

// End of data region
}

Fig 4: Code example illustrating the use of OpenMP offload extensions in discussion for OpenMP 4.0 RC2
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thread, linked by a data object called a COIPipeline. This object facilitates ordered
invocation with a FIFO command queue. That thread and pipeline span multiple
transactions between the host and coprocessor, enabling offloaded code to preserve
thread-local variable values, OpenMP teams, etc. from one offload to another.
Each offloaded region following an offload pragma is outlined by the compiler into
a separate routine having a unique name. The routine’s name and address compose a
unique entry which is added to a compiler-generated function lookup table.
Function invocation uses indirection, through a thread-safe, coprocessor-side
thunk. An invocation helper function is used to invoke coprocessor code, that is
shared across pipelines. COIProcessGetFunctionHandles is used by the host to get a
handle for the thunk. The host puts a string with the coprocessor-side function name
in a “misc_data” buffer, and uses COIPipelineRunFunction for function invocation.
Its function arguments include a handle for that thunk, a pointer to misc_data, input
buffers, and dependence objects. The resolution of those dependencies, e.g. movement of data down to the co-processor, as checked by COIPipelineRunFunction, gates
the invocation of the thunk. The thunk extracts the coprocessor function name string
from misc_data, looks it up in a function address table, and invokes the outlined function. The compiler-generated outlined function is responsible for demarshaling the
data passed during invocation and executing the offloaded region on the coprocessor.
Asynchronous invocation is also supported with #pragma offload. See [18].
4.4

Memory Management

In the example in Figure 4, a buffer object is created on the host by COIBufferCreateFromMemory. COIBufferCreate is used to create a corresponding buffer on the
coprocessor, and the transfer is accomplished with COIBufferCopy. Having distinct
host and coprocessor buffers, vs. sharing across the PCIe aperture, protects from subsequent modification of the host buffer that could lead to data races.
Coprocessor-side data may be global/static, on the heap, or on the stack. The handling is different for each case. For global/static data, the addresses are already fixed
at code generation time, and a mapping table is created upon initialization that the
compiler offload runtime can use to set up direct DMAs between host and coprocessor with the correct physical addresses. For heap data, a mapping between host and
coprocessor addresses is established and communicated at runtime. In both cases,
extra copies through temporary buffers are not necessarily required, and data is persisted as needed.
Each offload invocation creates and destroys its own coprocessor-side stack frame.
Coprocessor-side interrupts that occur between invocations use, and hence clobber,
the user stack. Because of this, data from the stack frame from one offload function
may not persist until the next such invocation. The host-side data that falls within the
invoker’s scope gets moved and copied onto the coprocessor-side stack upon each
invocation and copied back after completion. The programming interface can hide
that, thereby emulating persistence, but keeping large variables on the stack isn’t recommended for performance reasons. Therefore, use of stack variables for offload is
less efficient than using heap or global variables.
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Heap data introduces some special issues: allocation and alignment. The Intel offload compiler relies on the user to explicitly specify when heap data should be allocated and freed on the coprocessor for each variable, using the alloc_if and
free_if modifiers in the #pragma offload Intel extension. The compiler offload runtime simply implements those directives. Alignment is addressed in [18].
Handling of multiple coprocessors is generally outside the scope of this paper, but
it should be noted that the offload runtime supports more than one coprocessor. Coprocessor selection may be implicit or explicit, with the target clause. It is entirely the
user’s responsibility to synchronize among data located on different coprocessors, i.e.
there is no “coherency” of data (like MYO [29]) across MIC cards.
Fortran arrays use dope vectors to describe the number and size of dimensions.
This extra 72 or more bytes of metadata must also be transferred in addition to the
data. At present only contiguous data transfers are supported although the base languages permit writing array-slice expression with arbitrary strides.

5

Performance evaluation

When there are multiple architectural families available, like Intel® Xeon® processors and Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessors, developers must make a choice as to
which is most suitable. The Intel® Xeon Phi™ product family is an extension of the
Intel® Xeon® processor family, with different design objectives. A careful consideration of how application characteristics map onto each platform helps direct users to
perform a theoretical or empirical analysis of the app, to optimize accordingly.
Performance of offload runtime features is evaluated in two ways: at the directed
test level and at the workload level. Directed tests measure the impact of a particular
feature in isolation; workloads measure the impact of that feature in the context of a
workload. Evaluation at the workload level focuses on overall overheads and profitability. We first evaluate overall profitability, and then deep-dive into the impact of
specific features. Table 1 lists parameters that were used in the evaluations below.
5.1

Offload profitability

Table 2 provides a summary characterization of a few workloads, and the numerical analysis below is based on that data only, vs. being a general characterization of
customer code. The workTable 1: Platform configuration parameters
loads were selected to span a
Host
SNB-EP (2 sockets) 2.6 GHz, Intel®
variety of application domains.
Xeon® E5-2670, Crown Pass Platform
They came from customers,
Copro- Pre-production Intel® Xeon Phi™ coproand are meaningfully reprecessor
cessor, 61 4-thread cores, 1.09GHz,
sentative to them.
Some
5.5GTransfers/s, 8GB
workload names are occluded
Host OS RHEL 6.2, kernel 2.6.32-220.el6.x86_64
in deference to customers.
Compiler Composer XE Beta
The first row of data shows the
2.1.3653-8
overall speedup attained using MPSS
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the coprocessor with the offload runtime.
The percentage of total execution time that is offloaded computation varies from
44% to 97%. The overhead for moving data and invocation varies from being negligible to being a 1.77x multiple of the computation time. Coprocessor-side overheads
were measured but are not shown, since they are negligible. The ratio of computation
to communication ranges from 0.62x to 1640x. It was generally over 4x, except for
the convolution case, whose scaling across threads and SIMD elements on the coprocessor allows the computation speedup to outweigh the overheads.
Recall that the offload speedup depends on several factors, so it is sometimes but
not always highest when the computation to communication ratio is high. To illustrate that point, there was temporary compiler regression in which the coprocessor
execution time shot up, and the speedup for Adaptive Sparse Grid fell to parity between host only and offload. Black Scholes, which has the highest computation to
communication ratio, the highest offload fraction, and the lowest overheads, is the big
performance winner at 6.92x speedup of a dual-socket Sandy Bridge.
The results of the subset of the level one and two components SHOC 1.1.1 [30]
that are not exclusive to OpenCL and CUDA and that have both offload and native
versions, measured by Intel in August 2012, are shown in Table 3. Triad was also
added, even though it has no native version, hence the NA for that row.
No single factor determines offload performance. Offload speedups are most correlated (inversely, -0.23) with offload overheads, and next (0.22) with % execution
time in offload (which includes coprocessor invocation and data movement), then
(0.10) with native performance, when there is no execution on the host at all. Surprisingly, there is essentially no correlation with the ratio of computation to communication for SHOC; a broader investigation is needed on that. Native execution is profitable for all components except SpMV and Sort, which perform random accesses. Note
that percent execution time in offload is far lower across these workloads than for
Table 2, since offload overheads are significant. The correlation between percent
execution time and host-side offload overheads is -0.77 with initialization, and 0.49
without. Coprocessor-side overheads are omitted since they are always negligible. So
host overheads are important, and initialization costs remain in need of optimization.
The impact of communication and offload overheads can be partially hidden with
the use of asynchronous invocation. Using the asynchronous compiler #pragma
offload benefitted SHOC Triad by 1.65x (3.16/1.91), as shown by comparing the two
columns at the right of Table 3. That speedup didn’t come from reducing the offload
overhead, which was only an 1.11x (8.51/7.67) improvement; it was from overlapping
computation with communication, only some of which (0.96/0.72=1.33x) can be captured by the available runtime stats.
5.2

Runtime performance feature impact

As mentioned above, the performance of the offload runtime in initialization, data
transfer, and invocation can determine whether offload is profitable. This section
analyzes the most important offload compiler runtime performance features: transfer
avoidance, copy avoidance and page size.
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Table 2: Offload performance and overheads for workloads

Manufacturing

Physics

Financial

Black Scholes
Compute SP

Iterative closest point, DP

Physics

1.56

2.31

1.40

1.54

1.32

6.92

97.7

44.3

72.9

97.3

94.5

95.3

99.4

0.21

1.77

0.44

0.03

0.02

0.06

0.00

0.18

1.60

0.25

0.01

0.01

0.05

0.00

5.42

0.62

3.99

68.6

90.1

19.7

1640

Adaptive
Sparse Grid

QR

Astronomy

Speedup with offload
Compute % of total execution
time
Host offload overhead factor,
with (top) & without (bottom)
initialization
Computation/
Communication ratio

HogbomClean

Astronomy

Domain

Convolution
Resampliing

Seismic
2.03

3DFD PDE
Stencil

Workload [some names occluded, pending customer
approval]

Table 3: Offload performance and overheads and native performance for SHOC
Triad
Async
Triad Sync

2684354_elements

4096KB

4096KB

SPMV-SP

262144_gridPoints

SPMV-DP

262144_gridPoints

Sort

S3D-SP

73728_atoms

8388608 items

S3D-DP
ReductionSP
ReductionDP
MD-SP

73728_atoms

4007383_elements
_62451_rows
4007383_elements
_62451_rows

MD-DP

4096 x 4096

SCAN

GEMM-SP

2048 x 2048

16777216_items

GEMM-DP

N= 33554432

8388608_items

FFT-SP

N= 16777216

Data set

FFT-DP

Workload

Speedup with
0.30 0.45 3.30 3.25 0.81 0.44 0.20 0.20 0.95 1.03 0.25 0.21 0.07 0.07 1.91 3.16
offload (top) and
3.33 5.13 4.47 3.88 1.94 1.20 4.14 4.25 1.40 1.37 4.29 0.71 0.80 0.62 NA NA
native only
% execution
time in offload
Host offload
overhead, with
& without init
Computation:
communication

3.58 3.62 33.0 59.1 19.3 0.26 37.3 19.0 7.53 6.92 68.0 17.4 8.22 6.91 3.4 5.8
13.9 14.8 1.08 0.34 2.42 17.1 0.92 2.42 9.75 9.45 0.19 3.66 6.09 6.99 8.51 7.67
1.20 1.09 0.13 0.07 0.52 0.54 0.41 0.48 4.96 3.09 0.02 2.47 1.60 1.54 1.39 1.04
0.83 0.92 7.74 14.0 1.92 1.85 2.46 2.10 0.20 0.32 56.9 0.40 0.63 0.65 0.72 0.96
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When data can be persisted, there may be no need to transfer data at all. Consider
the case of a temporary variable that is only written to on the coprocessor side, is
never used on the host side, but that is needed by several offloaded functions. If that
variable is static, it never needs to be copied back and forth across the PCIe, but if it
lives on the stack of an enclosing function, it must be copied in and updates must be
copied back to the host in each function. Notice, in Tables 2 and 3, that the ratio of
computation to communication can be low enough that eliminating communication
can have a significant impact on performance.
The cost of an extra copy is shown in Figure 5, where the median ratio is 2.6x and
the mean ratio is 3.9x. The baseline curve is for transfers whose destination address is
already known to the host, that use 2MB pages and that otherwise meet the optimal
conditions.
When large amounts of data must be transferred between the host and coprocessor,
the hardware DMA (direct memory access) engine is used. We describe three cases
where a direct transfer without extra copies to the final destination may not be possible.
The first case is mutual misalignment between host and coprocessor offsets of addresses within a cache line. For example, there is mutual misalignment when global/static addresses differ, or when a host address is an odd multiple of 32, and there is
a #pragma offload with an align clause value of 64. This is important because mutual alignment within a 64B cache line enables a direct DMA into the destination, whereas mutual misalignment within a 64-byte cache line on the initial production member of the Intel® Xeon Phi™ product family isn’t supported by the
DMA engine, and an extra host-side buffer copy is necessary, incurring the costs
quantified below. Static data can have mutual misalignment within a cache line. By
default, the alignment within a cache line of the coprocessor-side heap data is set to
match that of the host-side data.
In the second case, data that is
resident on the stack has to be copied from a pinned DMA buffer onto
the coprocessor’s stack. And finally, when the destination physical
address is not known to the host
prior to the DMA, there is a DMA
to a temporary buffer, followed by a
copy to the address which is already
known to the coprocessor code. The
compiler offload runtime avoids that
copy by sending the coprocessor
variable memory locations at initialFig 5. DMA performance, as a function of
ization.
payload size, for host to coprocessor transThe median impact of using large
fers. For the baseline, the destination
pages across several workloads is
memory location is known.
The other
1.051x, but the average is 3.20x.
curve shows the cost of an extra copy.
See [18] for more detail.
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6

Summary and Conclusions

We demonstrated the potential for making offload to the Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor profitable. We showed sample workloads with speedups over a dual-socket
Intel® Xeon® E5-2670, codenamed Sandy Bridge, in the 1.3 to 6.9 range as customer-relevant examples that span different application domains. But offload is not always profitable, as the SHOC data showed. The paper explores what can enhance or
inhibit offload speedup. First, where response time is of concern, there must be a
speedup from native execution on only the coprocessor, relative to execution on the
host. This is based on the performance of the code on coprocessor and system, such
as whether it’s highly threaded, and either uses SIMD well or its bandwidth demand
exceeds what’s available on the host. Second, the ratio of computation to communication must generally be high. In the workloads evaluated, that ratio ranged from 4x
to 1640x for all but one case. This depends on characteristics of the application, and
how it is structured for offload. For example, a simple restructuring of SHOC Triad
to use of asynchronous offload boosted performance. Third, the offload runtime
overheads must be small relative to the computation. This depends on the offload
runtime implementation.
Runtime offload overheads ranged from negligible to a factor of 1.77x of the actual
computation time, on sample workloads for which offload is profitable. These overheads are important to performance; an optimized implementation of the offload
compiler runtime is a key aspect of platform performance for offloaded apps. This
paper highlights the key facets of the offload compiler runtime implementation which
impact performance, describes those performance features, and evaluates their performance. The performance impact of the offload compiler runtime performance
features range from a few percent for page size, up to a mean across payload sizes of
3.9x for incurring an extra copy in cases of stack residency, DMA mutual misalignment, or an unknown DMA destination address.
This paper provides the first description of the Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor
software architecture, and serves as a guide both to end users wanting to evaluate
whether offload is likely to be profitable, and to third-party implementers of heterogeneous runtimes for Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessors and potentially other targets
seeking guidance in design principles and in what’s most important to optimize.
The authors would like to acknowledge many contributors to this paper, who include implementers of the tools and system software described herein, and the many
applications engineers who tuned and measured performance on customer codes. We
thank the customers who shared their workload examples.
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